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Abstract 
Based on the dynamics of vitrification process driven by the configurational entropy, a novel expression of viscosity-
temperature relation with the form of Fermi-type function is deduced below melting temperature by supposed an 
exponential function of 
regions at temperatures below the melting temperature is major contribution to the aggregation energies for describing 
vitrification process. The expression of relaxation time or viscosity is confirmed with several super-cooled liquids in broad 
temperature region. The expression contains the Vogel-Fulcher relation in limited temperature region and can avoid 
Kauzmenn paradox. The derived fragility shows that a reduced temperature may be a common structural variable in 
comparing various glassy liquids. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.  
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1. Introduction 
The research on supercooled liquid and glass transition has 
approximation for vitrification [2] that in the process of super-cooling a liquid below the melting temperature 
Tm, the system may remain in a state of metastable thermodynamic equilibrium, and until at a certain 
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temperature, the glass transition temperature Tg, the system becomes suddenly kinetically frozen in. The 
Vogel Fulcher (VF) relation [3] has been postulated to explain viscosities (or relaxation time) of a large 
amount of liquids in super-cooled state as: 
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where A and B are material dependent constants, and , , T are viscosity, relaxation time, and temperature, 
respectively. Based on the idea that molecular motion occurs by internal cooperative rearrangement, Adam 
and Gibbs, 1965 [4] established a link between the structural relaxation time  and the configurational entropy 
Sc(T) of a liquid as: 
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where 0 and D are both constants. Sc(T) is the difference in entropy between the liquid and the solid phase. 
As a liquid is super-cooled, Kauzmann [5] showed that the configurational entropy of a liquid extrapolates to 
unreasonable values, Sc(Tk) = 0, at the Kauzmann temperature Tk. Therefore, a hypothesis of suddenly 
transformed into a frozen-in [6] thermodynamically nonequilibrium state in vitrification was proposed to 
avoid the possible violation. But some experimental results did not show the sudden frozen-in in silicate glass 
[7]. 
The present paper applies the notion of molecular cooperative motion to deal with the problem of 
metastable state of super-cooled liquid by introducing average aggregation energy. The viscosity behavior is 
derived by a hypothesis of exponential average aggregation energy with temperature below melting 
temperature. 
2. Formula deduction 
In super-cooled liquid a molecule aggregates with its neighbour molecules can change its energy from ueq 
to ueq + nj (T u, where ueq is the energy in equilibrium state of the system, nj(T) is the coordination number of 
the jth nearest neighbour u is the energy difference of two molecules between the 
coordinated molecule and the free one. The configurational entropy was defined, via the probability of a 
molecule with the energy of ueq + nj(T u, as [8]: 
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where, u(T, ri) is the energy for the ith molecule, and N the molecular number of considered system. Ueq is the 
total energy of the system in the state of thermodynamic equilibrium. u  is zero at melting temperature 
change liquid structure with a energy change, nj(T u, to form a metastable state and to influence viscosity. 
Considering a huge change of viscosity in narrow transition temperature region due to the cooperation 
rearrangement among molecules, it is reasonable to suppose that there exists an exponential relation of 
aggregation energy with temperature in Eq.3 as:  
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where, 0U  is a constant, and  is a deviation of the distribution. Then, the configurational entropy can be 
derived in the form: 
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Here, C0 is approximately constant by ignoring temperature change of Ueq. Therefore, the general 
viscosity formula, Eq.2, can be expressed as a Fermi-type equation in the following form: 
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where I, J and  are constants. Eq.6 has one more constant than Eq.1. T1 is a fitting constant. 
3. Results and discussion 
The viscosity data of some small molecular materials [9-10] and fitted curves were shown from Fig.1 and 
Fig.2. The viscosity data of two metallic glass-forming liquids, Ni60Zr30Al10 [11] and Pb44.8Bi55.2, and fitted 
curves were shown in Fig. 3. The fitted parameters of Eq. 6 for figures 1 to 3 were demonstrated in table 1.  
 
Fig.1. Temperature dependence of viscosity of TNB [9] fitted            Fig.2. Temperature dependence of viscosities of OTP and Salol 
by the VF equation and the Fermi equation.                                      [10] fitted by the Fermi equation.   
 
Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of viscosity of metallic glass         Fig.4. Temperature dependence of viscosity of NaCF3SO3-  
Ni60Zr30Al10 [11] fitted by the Fermi equation.                                 PPO4000 solutions [12]. 
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Table 1  Values of fitted parameters from figures 1 to 3. Tg is listed as a comparing with T1. 
 
Fig. 4 also showed the fitted results of blended PPO solutions [12]. The above results showed that the 
Fermi equation is in good agreement with the above reported data. The Eq.6 predicts that the viscosity of a 
liquid tends to 0exp( I ) at high enough temperature, and 0exp( I + J ) at low enough temperature, such as 
T1. Therefore, the viscosity of a glass can be predicted. By extrapolating 
the Fermi equation to low temperature below Tg. 
According to Eq. 2, configurational entropy Sc(T) can be deduced from Eq. 1 as: 
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Eq. 5 can only be used in super-cooled state to avoid too large value of configurational entropy in normal 
liquid state. Eq. 7 is also questionable at higher temperatures as the large deviation of Eq.1 to the viscosity 
data in Fig.1 and Fig.2, though Eq.7 has acceptable physical meaning, constant configurational entropy at 
extremely high temperatures. At temperatures lower than T0, Eq.6 can avoid the Kauzmann paradox with non-
zero value of Sc(T). Actually, Eq.5 possesses the same form of Eq.7 on the condition of linear part of Taylor 
expansion near temperature T1. Therefore, the VF equation can be regarded as a special form, holding in a 
limited temperature region, of Eq.6. As the correlation of ratio Tg / T0 with a measure of fragility was 
compared [13], the correlation of T1 with Tg will also require discussing with experimental data. The table 1 
shows that T1 is approach to Tg, which is important to fragility of the liquid. The fragility of super-cooled 
liquid will include parameters in Eq.6 as following: 
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From a value of 0.25, F(x) decreases with deviating x from zero. Hence, the fragility is determined by 
JTg/ . For a liquid, T/  should be an important structural reduced variable, and Tg/ is a structural critical 
value. If fragility of super-cooled liquids is defined at T1, a parameter fitted by Eq.6, the concept of fragility 
will contain new structural meaning in comparing various glassy liquids. 
4. Conclusion 
In summary, using an exponential function of average aggregation energy, a novel expression of 
vitrification process with the form of Fermi-type equation was deduced. It contains the VF equation in limited 
temperature region and can avoid Kauzmenn paradox. This expression of relaxation time or viscosity is in 
Parameter of 
glass-forming liquid I J  T1 (K) Tg (K) 
 of TNB -1.555 43 46.2 303.32 342 
 of OTP -10.2675 27.06 25.98 239.71 243 
 of OTP -2.714 62.41 31.22 203.186 243 
 of Salol 2.32583 21.45 19.39 224.80 220 
 of Ni60Zr30Al10 11.409 1.964 28.21 722.43 740 
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agreement with several super-cooled liquids in broad temperature region. The derived fragility shows that T/  
should be a common structural reduced variable in comparing various glassy liquids, and Tg/  is a structural 
critical value. 
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